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 This paper describes the implementation and use of a platform designed to support 
collaborative multimedia applications in a mobile environment. The platform 
provides a programming interface compatible with emerging open systems standards 
and includes services for processing multimedia information. In addition, the 
platform provides feedback to applications and users on the state of their 
communications infrastructure - an important requirement in mobile environments. 
The services provided by the platform have been used to develop a collaborative 
multimedia application designed to support a specific class of mobile worker, i.e. 
field engineers. The design decisions taken in our implementation of both platform 
and application are evaluated, and our experiences are presented. 
 Keywords: Mobile Computing, Open Distributed Processing, Co-operative Work, 
Adaptive Applications, Quality-of-Service. 
1. Introduction 
This paper describes the results of on-going research at Lancaster aimed at producing a 
platform to support distributed multimedia applications in a mobile environment. Such 
environments have a number of characteristics1, 2, two of the most fundamental of which are:- 
(i) a heterogeneous processing environment (including relatively low-power mobile 
hosts) and, 
(ii) rapid and massive fluctuations in the quality of service (QoS) provided by the 
underlying communications infrastructure. 
The first of these issues, i.e. heterogeneity, we have addressed by basing our platform on the 
emerging International Standards Organisation (ISO) standard for Open Distributed Processing 
(ODP)3. This provides applications with a uniform computational model for accessing services 
and enables our platform to operate over a variety of processor/operating system configurations. 
The second of these issues, QoS fluctuations, we have addressed with a number of QoS aware 
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refinements to the basic Reference Model for ODP (RM-ODP). These refinements allow 
applications to react4 or adapt2 to changes in their communications infrastructure. Our basic 
platform thus consists of a (partial) implementation of the RM-ODP augmented with services to 
support mobile operation and the display and manipulation of multimedia information. 
The development of the platform described above has been motivated in part by the 
requirement to provide collaborative applications to support field engineers in the utilities 
industries. In section 2 we describe a specific application scenario involving field engineers and 
consider the requirements of a mobile collaborative application based on this scenario. Section 3 
then describes our platform with reference to these requirements and section 4 the design and 
implementation of a pilot application based on our platform. This application includes facilities 
for multimedia communication and allows field engineers to collaboratively view, edit and 
highlight geographic information. Attention is also focused on the design of the user interface 
which provides users with feedback on the QoS currently being offered by the underlying 
communications infrastructure. 
The platform and application have both been implemented on a desk based network of Sun 
workstations and PCs using a network emulator to simulate operation over a range of wireless 
network types and to vary the QoS offered by the communications infrastructure. Section 5 
reports on our experiences with developing and using our platform in this environment. In 
particular, we focus on our experiences of using an ODP-like computational model in a mobile 
environment. Finally, section 6 contains our concluding remarks and references. 
2. Collaborative Mobile Applications To Support Field Engineers 
There are numerous examples of mobile computing applications which provide users with 
remote access to central facilities (e.g. email, news and financial databases). These applications 
typically make relatively modest demands on their communications infrastructure and have 
simple client-server based architectures. In this section we focus on the requirements of an 
example of a more demanding class of mobile application, i.e. collaborative multimedia 
applications. Such applications involve two or more mobile or fixed users co-operating to achieve 
a common goal involving the manipulation of information in a range of media types. In 
particular, these applications often require that continuous media types (e.g. audio)5 are supported 
(note that providing support for continuous media types in a mobile environment is an area of 
increasing research activity6,7). 
2.1. Application Scenarios 
As part of the MOST (Mobile Open Systems Technologies for the utilities industries) 
project8 we have conducted a detailed study of the requirements of field engineers within the 
U.K. power distribution industry and identified a number of application areas for collaborative 
mobile computing. In general, these applications are based on an examination of current working 
practices. As an example consider the following scenario. 
All work within a regional electricity company is traditionally co-ordinated by a single 
control centre (see figure 1). The engineer supervising a particular repair job files a schedule with 
the centre some days in advance. This schedule describes in detail the stages involved in carrying 
out the work and, in particular, the sequence of switching which must be carried out to ensure that 
the work can be conducted safely (i.e. the section of network being operated on is isolated and 
earthed) and with the minimum of disruption to users. The control centre checks the switching 
schedule against its central diagram of the network state (this may be held on its computer 
system) and approves or rejects the schedule accordingly. Expert systems may be used by both 
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the control centre and the field worker in the development of the switching schedule9 although at 
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Figure 1 : Maintenance of a Section of a Power Distribution Network 
Once the schedule has been approved, the work may be carried out. On the day of the work, 
field engineers are dispatched to the appropriate switching points (substations A, B and C). The 
control centre then uses a voice-oriented private mobile radio system to instruct the staff as to 
which switches to operate. The use of a central co-ordinator helps to ensure the work is carried 
out in the correct order and allows the centre to maintain an up-to-date picture of the network's 
state. Once the work has been carried out the engineer must wait until returning to the office 
before completing the associated paper work. 
There are clearly a number of disadvantages with this approach, in particular the lack of 
availability of global network state for the engineers in the field and the reduction in efficiency 
caused by the bottle-neck of a central point of control. The latter of these points becomes 
particularly important when multiple faults occur which require unscheduled work items to be 
carried out (e.g. as a result of a storm). 
2.2. Requirements of a Mobile Collaborative Application  
In considering the development of a collaborative application to assist field engineers in work 
scenarios such as that described above we have identified the following requirements†:- 
(i) Support for Geographical Information 
Field engineers make extensive use of geographic or geographic related information. 
Examples include maps showing the position of underground cables, circuit diagrams and 
reports of faults whose ordering is based on geographic location. An application to 
support field engineers must offer support for the display and manipulation of data of this 
type. Note that this does not equate to a requirement for a fully functioning GIS system; 
many of the features found in such systems are not required by field engineers. However, 
                                                     
†  The scenario described in section 2.1 is based on specific working-practices but 
clearly has parallels in other domains. Examples include other utilities (gas, water 
etc.), the emergency services and command and control applications. 
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some GIS functionality is required since the application must be able to interpret and 
cross-reference information based on geographic co-ordinates (e.g. to allow diagrams 
showing cable layout to be superimposed on a physical map background). 
(ii) Support for Collaboration 
Collaboration is an essential part of a field engineer's work, particularly in situations such 
as fault diagnosis. Moreover, as also highlighted, providing field engineers with increased 
collaboration support would help minimise the effect of the bottle-neck at the control-
centre. Hence, there is a requirement to support groups of engineers collaborating using 
geographic information (see (i)), e.g. a diagram of the current network state. Note that 
these groups are typically small with only two or three engineers collaborating at any one 
time. 
(iii) Support for Audio Communications 
Audio communication is an essential tool for collaboration. In addition, many of the 
safety procedures used by field engineers rely on voice communications. These 
procedures could not be replaced by other media types in the foreseeable future and 
hence voice communications must be included in any application to support collaborating 
field engineers. 
(iv) Operation in a Heterogeneous Processing Environment 
In common with most large organisations electricity companies have a wide range of 
hardware architecture/operating system configurations currently operational. Field 
engineers often require access to multiple resources both within the company and 
(increasingly) external to the company and hence must interact with heterogeneous 
service providers. The issue of heterogeneity is particularly significant in a mobile 
environment since mobile computers will clearly be required to interact with a wide 
range of service providers the selection of which must, in part, be determined by their 
physical location. Thus, while standardisation on communications systems such as GSM 
is important it is, as has become apparent in static environments, equally important that 
higher level distributed processing standards are employed to ensure an open system. 
(v) Operation in a Heterogeneous Networking Environment 
Field engineers require applications which can operate over a wide-area wireless 
network. In addition however, since a significant percentage of their time may be spent in 
an office or control-room environment, support is also required for applications to 
operate over and exploit the benefits accruing from the use of high-speed fixed networks. 
In other words, there is a requirement for applications to operate over networks offering a 
wide variety of QoSs. 
The following sections describe the MOST platform which provides support for writing 
applications with these characteristics and a prototype application based on the scenario identified 
in section 2.1.  
3. A Mobile Distributed Systems Platform 
The MOST platform is designed to meet the requirements of applications such as those 
described in section 2 and in particular to employ distributed systems standards to enable 
operation in a heterogeneous environment. This area of standardisation has seen intense activity 
in recent years as witnessed by efforts such as the Object Management Group's Common Object 
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Request Brooker 10, the Open Software Foundation's Distributed Computing Environment 11 and 
the ISO's ODP standard. All of these efforts attempt to provide support for distributed processing 
in heterogeneous environments. More specifically, they addresses the problem of standardisation 
within and between end systems (c.f. OSI standards which are primarily concerned with 
communication between end-systems). 
Our platform is based on the ISO RM-ODP. The scope of this model is wide and takes on 
board the full range of issues from overall business objectives to detailed implementation choices. 
The complexity inherent in this broad view is managed by partitioning the architecture into five 
viewpoints: enterprise, information, computational, engineering and technology. The focus of our 
work at Lancaster is on the computational viewpoint, and this aspect of the RM-ODP is described 
in section 3.1. Following this, sections 3.2 and 3.3 describe aspects of our mobile computing 
platform which is a partial implementation of the RM-ODP. 
3.1. The ODP Computational Viewpoint 
The ODP computational viewpoint is based on a location independent object-based model of 
distributed systems. In this model, interacting entities are treated uniformly as objects, i.e. 
encapsulations of state and behaviour. Objects are accessed through interfaces which can be of 
two types: signal interfaces and stream interfaces. Signal interfaces define named signals together 
with constraints on their occurrence. Stream interfaces define named data flows that constitute 
abstractions of sets of interactions which are not visible from the outside. Communication 
between objects using signals or flows is only possible through explicit or implicit bindings 
between interfaces. 
Operational interfaces are special cases of signal interfaces. Operational interfaces define 
named operations together with constraints on their invocations. Operations can be either an 
interrogation (a two-way operation, comprising an invocation, later followed by a termination 
carrying results or exceptions), or an announcement (a one-way operation, comprising an 
invocation only). Implicit binding is only available for operational interfaces. Activity takes place 
in the model when objects communicate via signals or flows supported by explicit or implicit 
binding objects.  
Objects offering services are made available for access by exporting interfaces to a database 
of service interfaces known as a trader. An object wishing to interact with a service interface 
must import the interface by specifying a set of requirements in terms of a interface type and 
attribute values. This will be matched against the available services and a suitable candidate 
selected. Any number of traders can exist and these may be linked or federated to allow access to 
services in different administrative domains. 
Also central to the ODP computational model is the notion of transparency whereby selected 
aspects of systems can be made invisible to applications. This is achieved by means of notional 
transparency functions interposed between the application and the support layers (it should be 
noted that the application of transparency functions is under user control and hence transparencies 
are selective). An important example of a transparency is group transparency which allows 
multiple services to be invoked via a single interface. Other transparencies identified in ODP 
include location, access, concurrency, replication, migration and failure transparencies. 
3.2. The ANSAware Distributed Systems Platform 
The implementation of our platform is based on APM Ltd.'s ANSAware software suite12. 
This software suite is itself based on the ANSA architecture which has had a profound influence 
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on the RM-ODP. Thus, the platform realises many of the concepts contained within the RM-ODP 
while making a number of simplifying assumptions to allow efficient implementation (e.g. 
ANSAware does not enforce the computational model requirement that all operation arguments 
and results are interfaces to other objects: most arguments and results are passed by value). 
To provide a platform conformant with the computational model, the ANSAware suite 
augments a general purpose programming language (usually C) with two additional languages. 
The first of these is IDL (Interface Definition Language), which allows interfaces to be precisely 
defined in terms of operations as required by the computational model. The second language, dpl 
(distributed processing language) is embedded in a host language, such as C, and allows 
interactions to be specified between programs which implement the behaviour defined by these 
interfaces. Specifically, dpl statements allow the programmer to import and export interfaces, and 
to invoke operations in those interfaces. A number of system services are supplied which include 
a trader service and a factory service for creating new objects. 
In the engineering infrastructure, the binding necessary for invocations is provided by a 
remote procedure call protocol known as REX (Remote EXecution protocol) or a group execution 
protocol know as GEX (Group EXecution Protocol). This is layered on top of a generic transport 
layer interface known as a message passing service (MPS). A number of additional protocols may 
be included at both the MPS and the execution protocol levels and these may be combined in a 
number of different configurations. The infrastructure also supports lightweight threads within 
objects so that multiple concurrent invocations can be dealt with. 
All the above engineering functionality is collected into a single library, and an instance of 
this library is linked with application code to form a capsule. Each capsule may implement one or 
more computational objects. In the UNIX operating system, a capsule corresponds to a single 
UNIX process. Computational objects always communicate via invocation at the conceptual level 
but, as may be expected, invocation between objects in the same capsule is actually implemented 
by straightforward procedure calls rather than by execution protocols. ANSAware currently runs 
on a variety of operating systems platforms including various flavours of UNIX, VMS and MS-
DOS/Windows. 
3.3. Extensions to Support Multimedia and Mobility 
We have extended the basic ANSAware platform to support the transmission of continuous 
media and operation in a mobile environment. In particular, we have significantly extended the 
support for bindings in ANSAware. A useful side-effect of this work is that our version of the 
ANSA platform us now aligned closer to the current RM-ODP than the standard version; the 
current version of ANSAware (4.1) supports only operational interfaces and implicit bindings, i.e. 
a client who obtains a reference to an operational interface may use that reference without an 
explicit bind statement. The example below (figure 2) shows a client importing a transformer 
control service and subsequently invoking an operation on that service's interface. 
! {transformer_control} <- traderRef$Import ("Transformer",               
      "context", "properties") 
! {result}<-transformer_control$SetVoltage (voltage)  
Figure 2 : A Transformer Control Interface 
Failures in the implicit binding carried out by the system are reported at invocation time 
(typically the first invocation). 
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In order to communicate continuous media information additional support is required: a 
continuous media communication cannot be represented as a single invocation because of its 
potentially unbounded nature13. For example, the output from a continuously running 
surveillance camera cannot be captured as the result of a single invocation. Moreover, continuous 
media communication cannot be represented as a sequence of invocations because it is not 
possible to specify synchronisation constraints (e.g. jitter) that apply to a sequence of invocations.  
To meet the requirement for an abstraction of real-time data flow over time, we have added 
the concept of explicit stream bindings (as described in the RM-ODP) to our ANSA based 
platform. Stream bindings provide an end-to-end abstraction over continuous media 
communication and support arbitrary m:n connections, i.e. they allow m sources to be connected 
to n sinks. 
Continuous media sources and sinks are represented as objects with stream interfaces. These 
interfaces contain a specification of a set of one or more flows, each of which is of a type capable 
of being supported by the underlying infrastructure (e.g. audio), has a direction (in or out) and an 
associated QoS specification (see figure 3). The QoS specification can be used to state, for 
example, the required throughput, latency and jitter characteristics of a binding to the interface. A 
stream binding between two stream interfaces may thus comprise of a number of component 
flows with differing QoSs and communicating information in different directions.  
Telephone: STREAM_INTERFACE = 
BEGIN 
  FLOW_SPEC 1 AUDIO IN  64, 20, 5, 10 
  FLOW_SPEC 2 AUDIO OUT 64, 20, 5, 10 
END. 
Figure 3 : An example stream interface 
Within our platform stream bindings are established using an explicit bind operation (see 
figure 4) which takes as parameters the source and sink interfaces to be bound and a further set of 
desired QoS parameters. As with stream interfaces, these parameters can include a specification 
of the desired throughput, latency and jitter associated with the binding. More details of the 
specification of QoS parameters for continuous media bindings can be found in14. 
! {src} <- traderRef$Import("Telephone","context","properties") 
! {sink} <- traderRef$Import("Telephone","context","properties") 
! {binding_control_ir} <- binder$Bind (Stream,src,sink,QoS) 
Figure 4 : Creating an explicit stream binding 
Clients are returned a binding control interface as a result of an explicit bind operation (see 
figure 5). To conform to the RM-ODP all explicit binding control interfaces must support at least 
the operation unbind, but in addition the control interfaces for our stream bindings contain a 
number of other operations, e.g. to connect and disconnect sources and sinks. To control the QoS 
of the stream once the binding has been established the control interface includes a pair of 
operations setQoS() and getQoS(). These operations take as arguments a set of QoS parameters 
which can then be passed by the stream binding to the underlying transport protocol. A call-back 
mechanism is also provided to inform client objects of QoS degradations reported by the 
underlying transport service.  
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BindingControl : INTERFACE = 
BEGIN 
  Callback :  TYPE =  { QoSViolationCallback, 
                          ClientMemberPolicy, 
                          ServerMemberPolicy }; 
  Unbind :   OPERATION   [ ] 
   RETURNS [ ] ; 
  SetQoS :   OPERATION  [ NewQoS : QoS ] 
             RETURNS  [ Status, QoS ]; 
  GetQoS :   OPERATION   [ ] 
   RETURNS  [ QoS ]; 
  Add :   OPERATION  [ Int : Interface ]  
   RETURNS  [ Status ]; 
  Remove :   OPERATION  [ Int : Interface ] 
             RETURNS  [ Status ]; 
  Register :  OPERATION  [ Callback_Type : Callback; 
                            Callback_Interface : Interface ] 
              RETURNS  [ Status ]; 
  DeRegister :  OPERATION  [ Callback_Type : Callback; 
                              Callback_Interface : Interface ] 
                RETURNS [ Status ]; 
END. 
Figure 5 : IDL specification of the binding control interface 
Multicast and multidrop bindings can be established by supplying grouped stream interfaces 
as parameters to the bind operation or by connecting additional sources and sinks once the 
binding has been established using operations on the stream binding control interface. Further 
details on both modelling and engineering aspects of stream bindings can be found in 13,14,15. 
In addition to stream bindings for the transmission of continuous media we have also added a 
new class of explicit binding for use with operational interfaces. These bindings are established 
using the binder$Bind operation as above but take as arguments operational interfaces. The 
resulting binder control interface is identical to that used for stream bindings except that clients 
are allowed to specify and monitor a different set of QoS parameters associated with the binding. 
This enables, for example, a client to ask to be informed when the QoS service supplied by the 
binding falls below a specified threshold. Of particular relevance to mobile applications is the 
ability to monitor the possibility of sending or receiving messages via a specified binding without 
having to explicitly send application level test messages, i.e. applications can delegate 
responsibility for guaranteeing QoS assertions to the system. This is of significance since it 
allows mobile applications to be structured in an event based fashion (c.f. polling). For example, 
through the use of our bindings it is possible to assert that the absence of messages on a given 
interface is a result of their being no traffic intended for the specified interface rather than a result 
of communications failure. In addition, QoS driven bindings allow the system to optimise the use 
of test messages which might otherwise be duplicated if left to individual applications, e.g. if 
multiple applications wished to test QoS assertions between the same pair of objects. Further 
details of the structural changes in applications and system services possible as the result of the 
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introduction of QoS driven bindings can be found in4). 
4. Implementation of a Collaborative Mobile Application 
4.1. Functionality and User Interface Design 
We have implemented a mobile collaborative multimedia application which is designed to 
assist field engineers in their day-to-day work (see section 2) and exercise the distributed systems 
platform described in section 3. More specifically, the application allows engineers to perform the 
following functions: 
(i) View and manipulate maps and circuit diagrams on their mobile computer using a 
customised GIS system. 
(ii) Establish conferences of engineers with support for audio communication between 
participants. 
(iii) Exploit the functionality of the GIS in a conference setting, i.e. show and 
manipulate maps and diagrams to all or a subset of the conference participants. 
Highlighting or 'Red-Lining' of the images is also permitted by the GIS. 
There has, to our knowledge, been no previous work on the design of user interfaces for 
collaborative applications in a mobile environment (interfaces for collaborative applications 
running on fixed networks have of course been an area of intense research within the CSCW 
community for a number of years, e.g.16). In developing a user interface for our application we 
have attempted to integrate experience from fixed environments with the novel features of mobile 
environments. While it is easy to anticipate that characteristics of mobile computers such as 
reduced screen sizes and resolutions impact on user interface design, it is perhaps more surprising 
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Figure 6 : The user interface 
A component of our user interface which has been specifically designed to cater for low-
quality communication infrastructures is the interface to the conference manager or group co-
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ordinator component of the application. This is shown in the top left of figure 6. On the left hand 
side are icons representing the sub-applications or modules which are available to the user (the 
telephone represents audio communications and the globe GIS services) and on the right hand 
side are icons representing users that can participate in conferences. In the centre is a list of the 
current conference participants. Under each participant's icon is a column of further icons which 
represent the modules which that user is currently running in conference mode. By selecting these 
icons in rows the user is able to easily direct messages to a subset of the conference members. For 
example, in figure 2 the user is involved in audio communications with all the members of the 
conference. Hence, the output from the users microphone is communicated to both participants.  
In the group co-ordinator interface we have placed considerable emphasis on reporting to the 
user the state of the communications links between local modules and remote users' modules. In 
our prototype this is done by colouring the modules under each user in the central portion of the 
display to reflect connectivity. Using this information users are able to determine which modules 
are currently working well and can therefore be used freely and which are having problems with 
their communications links and should be avoided. The group co-ordinators display is based on 
information passed to it by individual modules which monitor the state of their communications 
links. An outstanding issue in this area is how to reflect the actions the system may be taking to 
compensate for poor communications links. For example, if a user in a conference continually 
becomes disconnected for short periods of time the applications involved may decide simply to 
buffer messages for this user and deliver them when the user becomes re-connected. Other 
members of the conference need to be aware of this strategy in order that they can compensate for 
delays in responses from the user in question. 
Figure 6 also shows the user interfaces to the audio conferencing module (bottom left) and 
the GIS services (bottom middle, bottom right and top right). The interface to the former module 
is extremely simple with only four buttons being supported. These allow users to toggle their 
microphones on and off, toggle the audio output between speakers and headphones and adjust the 
volume of the audio output. The interface to the latter module (the GIS services) is more 
complex. The GIS module can support multiple display windows or monitors (two are shown in 
figure 6) and the user interface allows users to select an appropriate monitor and display and 
manipulate maps within the relevant window. A history of operations that the user has carried out 
in each monitor is displayed. In addition, the user can nominate one monitor as an incoming 
monitor. In this case group operations by other conference members are directed to this window. 
Typical group operations include displaying maps and highlighting points of interest using a 
number of pre-defined highlighting tools. In addition, the history of commands associated with a 
monitor can be edited and transmitted to group members as a means of passing state. It should be 
noted at this point that it is a matter of policy whether or not conference participants' incoming 
monitors are kept consistent. For example, it is possible to locally display a map at a different 
scale to other conference members. The application ensures that if group members do have shared 
maps displayed at different scales highlighting points are placed/scaled accordingly. 
The design of the GIS interface also reflects the nature of the communications link. In 
particular, we have avoided providing collaborative tools which behave badly over low 
bandwidth links or high-latency links. Examples of such tools include free-hand highlighting 
tools and 'shared pointers'. Instead we provide support for highlighting using pre-defined shapes 
such as circles, rectangles, lines, crosses and polygon lines. These enable us to transmit 
highlighting information over very low bandwidth links. To overcome latency problems 
highlighting marks are numbered uniquely within the group and these numbers can be displayed 
along with the marks. In this way users can refer to highlighting points by their identifier which 
ensures that all members of the conference are discussing the same highlighting mark. 
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4.2. Architectural Design Philosophy 
Our key design philosophy is one of extensibility. From the users point of view this manifests 
itself in the 'tool-box' feel to the interface. In particular, the list of modules supported can be 
expanded at any time and we anticipate field engineers configuring their applications to use sub-
sets of the available modules. We rely on the host's windowing system to provide features to 
allow users to make best use of their display (e.g. facilities to iconise and re-size windows). 
In terms of implementation, the application is structured as a number of RM-ODP compatible 
service providers. Moreover, we enforce the computational model requirement that all 
communication is via object invocation. Hence, we prohibit, for example, applications using the 
X protocol or X multiplexors (e.g.17) to implement collaborative interfaces. Enforcing this aspect 
of the computational model has a number of benefits. Firstly, we are able to support operation in 
a truly heterogeneous environment: since objects only communicate using invocations new 
implementations of our application need only support the basic invocation mechanism and the 
prescribed service interfaces in order to inter-work with all existing implementations. In addition, 
since all communication is explicit we avoid building in dependencies on windowing systems 
(e.g. X or Microsoft Windows) and the risk of incurring hidden overheads which are often 
associated with windowing system protocols. For example, the difficulties associated with using 
the X protocol for communication to mobile hosts is reported by Kantarjiev in18. 
The drawback with our approach is that we require customised applications. However, since 
there has been little positive experience with using conventional applications in a collaborative 
context19, we believe that the benefits of our approach outweigh this drawback, particularly given 
the specific nature of our application domain. In order to simplify the development of 
collaborative applications for use in our environment we have implemented support for 
conference management within a single service, the group co-ordinator. This ensures that all 
applications share a common view of the participants in a conference and reduces the complexity 
of the applications. In the following sections we describe the group co-ordinator service and our 
two collaborative applications: the audio conferencing module and the GIS module. 
4.3. The Group Co-ordinator 
The conference manager or group co-ordinator is responsible for establishing and maintaining 
groups of users and coordinating the activities of the various modules that are operating in 
conference mode. The relationship between the conference manager and the various modules is 

































Figure 7 : Group Co-ordinator Architecture 
Modules register their existence with their local GroupCoordinator using the GroupRegister 
interface (binding 1). The GroupCoordinator is then able to control the module as required using 
the module's Module interface (binding 2). Typical control operations include starting and 
stopping the module as a result of either local or remote requests. GroupCoordinators can also 
report events to registered modules (e.g. group membership changes) using a back call interface, 
ModuleCallBack (binding 3). It is up to the modules to react to these changes. In addition, users 
can toggle applications between group and stand-alone mode via the group co-ordinator. This 
information is propagated to registered modules. 
GroupCoordinator : INTERFACE = 
BEGIN 
ConnectRequest :  OPERATION  [ user:User ]  
   RETURNS  [ User; GC_Status ]; 
AddUser :   OPERATION  [ user:User ]  
   RETURNS  [ GC_Status ]; 
RemoveUser :  OPERATION  [ user:User ]  
   RETURNS  [ GC_Status ]; 
DisconnectRequest:OPERATION  [ user:User ]  
   RETURNS  [ GC_Status ]; 
StartRequest :  OPERATION  [ userid: INTEGER;  
       module:Module ] 
    RETURNS  [ Module;  
       GC_Status ]; 
AddModule :  OPERATION  [ userid:INTEGER;  
       module:Module ] 
    RETURNS  [ GC_Status ]; 
RemoveModule :  OPERATION  [ userid:INTEGER;  
       module:Module ] 
    RETURNS  [ GC_Status ]; 
StopRequest :  OPERATION  [ userid:INTEGER;  
       module:Module ] 
   RETURNS  [ GC_Status ]; 
END. 
Figure 8 : The Group Co-ordinator Internal Interface 
Changes to the group membership and group related control operations are propagated 
throughout the group by the GroupCoordinators using their internal GroupCoordinator interfaces 
(binding 4) (see figure 8). Finally, the GroupCoordinator can be controlled by any client 
(typically a user interface) using the GroupGUI interface (binding 5).  
Conducting all conference management functions within the group co-ordinator simplifies the 
implementation of collaborative applications but means that the performance of the group co-
ordinators is critical. We have chosen to implement these using a fully distributed protocol for 
maintaining the group state. The advantage of this approach is that it avoids a central point of 
failure and thus should make the implementation more robust in the face of failure. The 
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disadvantage is that substantially more network traffic is required to ensure that each member of 
the group has a consistent view of the group state when compared to implementations with a 
central control point. It is possible to argue that in a wireless environment reduction in network 
traffic is more important than avoiding a single point of failure since this single point can be 
placed on a static machine attached to the fixed network backbone. This solution exploits the 
relatively plentiful resources found in static networks to reduce the load on mobile hosts (a 
strategy which frequently has benefits in a mobile environment20). However, this solution 
assumes a cellular based wireless communications infrastructure in which messages between 
mobile hosts always pass through a base station and thus can be intercepted and processed on the 
static network for little or no cost. Within our application domain we wish to be able to support 
operation over non-cellular wireless communications systems for which no backbone exists and 
in this case having a central point of failure would be unacceptable. Hence, as described above, 
we have implemented our group co-ordinators in a distributed fashion. We return to the issue of 
group protocols for mobile hosts in section 5. 
4.4. Audio Conferencing Co-ordinator and Support Services 
The audio conferencing co-ordinator is responsible for establishing and maintaining audio 
communications between conference participants. Each participant must support a pair of device 
objects with stream interfaces to capture and playback audio. The audio conferencing co-
ordinator then establishes stream bindings between these interfaces and those of other conference 
participants. In our current implementation stream bindings can only interconnect stream 
interfaces with a single flow signature. Thus, two stream interfaces are required: one for audio in 
and one for audio out. In the near future we expect to extend our implementation to support 
multiple flow signatures within single stream interfaces.  
Multidrop and multicast stream bindings are supported and are used by the audio 
conferencing co-ordinator to establish conference calls. Information regarding changes to the 
conference membership is propagated to the audio conferencing co-ordinator by the group-co-
ordinator and the stream bindings are modified accordingly. Note that in our Ethernet 
implementation optimisations are made for the special case of point-to-point communication. 
This enables us to obtain adequate performance for trial purposes using conventional 
workstations and networking infrastructure.  
4.5. GIS Co-ordinator and Support Services 
The Geographic Information System (GIS) services provide a set of standard services to 
display and manipulate geographical information. Each host supports these services which 
operate on local copies of geographic data. The services are offered via two distinct interfaces 
(figure 9). The first of these interfaces offers display oriented operations. The second interface 
provides management oriented services (e.g. map set management). It should be noted that all 
GIS service operations expect co-ordinates expressed as 'world co-ordinates' rather than in a 
window system specific co-ordinate system. 
DisplayFunction : INTERFACE =  
BEGIN   
 GetBoxWld:     OPERATION  [ ] 
                    RETURNS    [ NECoords 
        DS_Status ]; 
 DrawBoxWld:    OPERATION  [ BoxColour : Colour;  
         BoxCoords : NECoords ]   
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                    RETURNS    [ DS_Status ]; 
 Erase :     OPERATION  [ BckgColour : Colour ] 
                    RETURNS    [ DS_Status ]; 
 Zoom :      OPERATION  [ ] 
                    RETURNS    [ DS_Status ]; 
 DisplayRaster :   OPERATION  [ RasterToShow : MapName ] 
                   RETURNS    [ DS_Status ]; 
 DisplayVector :   OPERATION  [ VectorToShow : MapName;  
        LineColour : Colour ] 
                        RETURNS    [ DS_Status ]; 
END. 
 
MapsetManagement : INTERFACE =    
BEGIN 
 Copy :     OPERATION  [ TypeOfFile : TypeOfFile;  
        NametoCopy : MapName;  
             Mapset : MapsetName;   
         NameOfNewCopy : MapName ] 
                   RETURNS    [ MM_Status ]; 
 List :     OPERATION  [ TypeOfFile : TypeOfFile;  
        Mapset : MapsetName ] 
                   RETURNS    [ ListSize;  
        MapList;  
        MM_Status ]; 
 SetRegion :  OPERATION  [ Coords : NECoords ] 
                   RETURNS    [ MM_Status ]; 
END 
Figure 9 : GIS Map Management Interface 
In our implementation we have provided these services using a trimmed down version of the 
development libraries of an existing public domain GIS called GRASS (Geographic 
Resources Analysis Support System)21. These libraries support the functionality required 
by field engineers (see section 2.2) and have been integrated with those of our extended 
version of ANSAware to form objects which support the interfaces shown in figure 9. 
Users interact with the services via a GUI supported by the GIS co-ordinator object. This 
object passes control messages (e.g. zoom) to the local GIS service providers. In addition, the co-
ordinator object is responsible for propagating GIS related messages to other members of the 
conference when the application is in group mode. This propagation is handled by individual 
module co-ordinators such as the GIS co-ordinator rather than by the group co-ordinator service 
since the nature of the messages which are to be propagated are generally application dependent. 
To illustrate this consider the scenario in which a user operating in group mode wishes to perform 
a zoom operation on their local display server and propagate the command to other group 
members. On selecting zoom (the zoom operation is invoked on the local display server) the user 
is presented with a rubber-band box and is prompted to drag out the area onto which to zoom. 
The rectangular area which is selected then becomes the boundaries of the new current region and 
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the display is re-drawn. It is inappropriate to invoke the same operation i.e. ‘zoom’ on the remote 
display servers of the other group members. If this was done then the other members would end 
up being presented with a rubber-band drag box. Instead it is necessary to invoke region-oriented 
operations on the remote management servers of other group members to specify the newly 
selected region.  
It must be stressed at this point that only control messages are passed between hosts which 
are collaborating (i.e. we do not transfer maps, nor do we transfer windowing events). The issue 
of ensuring that each host has a local copy of the relevant map can, we believe, be solved using a 
mobile file system and is, in the scenarios which we have encountered a simple task since 
relatively few maps are actually required by field engineers during the course of their work. 
5. Using RM-ODP and ANSAware in a Mobile Environment 
We have not discovered any aspect of the current RM-ODP which would prohibit a 
compliant system operating in a mobile environment. Indeed, there are a number of features of 
the RM-ODP which make such systems particular suitable for operation in a mobile environment. 
These include the abstraction and encapsulation arising as a result of the use of public interfaces, 
the deferment of object placement issues until configuration-time, the notion of explicit bindings 
and the well defined model for partitioning the service name space using federated traders. 
The use of public interfaces and encapsulation have enabled us to be confident that the 
implementation of individual components within our application can change even at run-time. 
This should, for example, enable us to allow field engineers using different GISs (supporting our 
GIS service interfaces) to collaborate. The benefits of location and migration transparency are 
well documented (e.g.12) and these have allowed us to develop our application such that we can 
dynamically re-configure the mapping of objects to hosts in order to trade-off processing and 
communication overheads (e.g. we could chose to place some of the co-ordination services 
remotely if processing cycles were at a premium but communications bandwidth was relatively 
plentiful). 
Explicit bindings in the RM-ODP provide a mechanism for applications to specify a 
requirement for a continuing level of QoS from the communications infrastructure. We have now 
implemented a large number of multimedia applications using explicit stream bindings and have 
found no serious difficulties with their use (some application programmers have noted that a 
considerable amount of code is required to set up stream bindings between multiple objects but 
this can easily be remedied by the provision of simple macros for common stream operations) 15. 
Explicit operational bindings provide programmers with a tool for abstracting over some of the 
problems associated with mobile communications. In particular, they allow a wide range of 
application structures to be supported. 
Finally, the proposed trader function within the RM-ODP allows traders to inter work by 
supporting the concepts of syndicated and federated traders. In addition, it has a rich set of polices 
for specifying the behaviour of traders, particularly with reference to their interactions with other 
traders. Hence, it is possible to configure a mobile host with its own local trader which attempts 
to match all service requests from local clients. If a matching service offer can not be located for 
a given client request then the decision to consult remote traders for a matching offer can be taken 
on the basis of, for example, the cost of obtaining the service remotely or the bandwidth currently 
being supplied by the communications infrastructure. 
While the RM-ODP offers benefits to developers of mobile applications we have found the 
ANSAware platform unsuitable for use in a mobile environment in its current form. This 
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unsuitability is primarily a result of the assumption by the ANSAware developers that the 
platform would operate over standard fixed networks with Ethernet like characteristics. This 
assumption manifests itself primarily in the implementation of the following components; the 
remote execution protocols REX and GEX, the binding function, and the trader function. 
The problem with the REX protocol is that it takes no account of the characteristics of the 
underlying network. More specifically, parameters such as the number of retry attempts and the 
interval between these attempts are fixed at installation time. Thus, when a system configured to 
operate over an Ethernet is run over a low-speed network the absence of congestion control 
within REX means that almost no data is actually communicated between user processes. Instead, 
the network becomes overloaded with REX control messages. Note that while different transport 
protocols can be placed underneath REX the execution protocol does not take account of any 
feedback such protocols might provide regarding (for example) congestion control. 
The GEX protocol is wholly unsuitable for use over many wireless networks. The protocol 
has been designed to avoid a central point of failure for group communication. Instead, group 
events such as membership changes and message arrivals are co-ordinated by all group members 
exchanging state information using an internal token-based protocol. This generates multiple 
redundant messages if hardware broadcast is supported and involves the establishment of multiple 
point-to-point connections between group members if hardware broadcast is not supported. 
In ANSAware the binding function does not support explicit bindings. This removes the 
possibility of supporting continuous media and of monitoring the QoS of a communications 
channel between two processes. The arguments for these facilities have already been presented in 
section 3.3. The removal of the concept of explicit bindings however has further implications 
since it forces REX to be implemented as a connectionless protocol. Thus, for each invocation 
REX headers are larger than necessary (an invocation with 1 byte of user data generates a REX 
message of 96 bytes). To support explicit bindings in our modified version of ANSAware we are 
in the process of developing a number of new protocols. The first of these has been in operation 
for some time and supports the transmission of continuous media via stream bindings. The 
protocol optimises mixing of continuous media by re-locating the mixing process based on the 
binding configuration. In order to support explicit bindings between operational interfaces we are 
developing a pair of new execution protocols called QEX (Quality-of-service driven remote 
EXecution) and G-QEX (Group-Quality-of-service driven remote EXecution). These protocols 
will gather information on specified bindings based on (for example) the number of retries and 
average delay they experience over a given channel and be able to pass this information on to 
interested clients. This will allow our new protocols to implement congestion control and to 
propagate this information to applications in order that they can 'back-off' to further reduce 
network traffic. In the case of G-QEX we hope to be able to adjust the protocol's approach to 
supporting groups (i.e. centralised or distributed) based on network and user QoS information. 
Where necessary QEX and G-QEX will periodically test bindings in order to be able to guarantee 
QoS assertions. 
Finally, the implementation of the trading function in ANSAware assumes a high-speed 
communication link between federated traders. In particular, local traders do not cache the results 
of queries to remote traders. Thus each time a service is requested a query must be sent to the 
remote trader and the matching offers returned. This is clearly inefficient since only weak 
consistency is required between local and remote traders. Hence caches could be maintained with 
minimal overhead. 
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6. Concluding Remarks 
In this paper we have discussed the issue of support for collaborative multimedia applications 
in a mobile environment. A typical application scenario has been described and the requirements 
arising from this scenario highlighted. A design for a platform which addresses these 
requirements has been presented. The key features of our platform are: 
(i) Compliance with open systems standards allowing operation in a heterogeneous 
environment. 
(ii) Stream interfaces to allow the specification of continuous media devices. 
(iii) Explicit bindings between stream interfaces to allow the transmission of 
continuous media. 
(iv) Explicit bindings between operational interfaces to allow applications to monitor 
communications QoS. 
The implementation of our platform has been carried out using the ANSAware platform and 
this has proved to have many positive aspects for use in a mobile environment. However, we have 
identified a number of weaknesses, most crucially in the remote execution protocols, which must 
be addressed before ANSAware can operate successfully in a mobile environment. We are 
therefore currently in the process of modifying ANSAware to remedy these deficiencies. In 
implementation terms we have completed the implementation of explicit stream bindings and 
stream interfaces and have designed (but not implemented) explicit bindings for operational 
interfaces and pair of new supporting execution protocols QEX and G-QEX. 
In order to evaluate our platform we have fully implemented a mobile collaborative 
application which has been demonstrated operating over a low-speed network emulator. This 
application has a number of important features:- 
(i) An extensible architecture based on the RM-ODP computational model. 
(ii) A group co-ordinator service which provides a common view of group 
membership across multiple sub-applications. 
(iii) Propagation of events by applications using object invocation (c.f. application 
independent propagation or reliance on windowing system protocols). 
(iv) Collaboration aware tools designed specifically for use over low-bandwidth 
networks. 
In addition, the application provides users with feedback on the state of communications 
between all conference participants and collaborative tools. This novel feature allows users to 
adjust their style of working to suit the current QoS being provided by the communications 
infrastructure. 
Our future work consists of developments to both the platform and the application. Following 
the implementation of QEX and G-QEX our platform will be moved to an environment based on 
the Chorus operating system 22. This will enable us to add QoS driven communications support at 
a low-level, thus obviating the need to duplicate QoS monitoring functionality in bindings 
between both stream and operational interfaces. The application is shortly to be used as part of a 
field trial by a UK regional electricity board in order to gain feedback from real end-users. 
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